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Abstract: Currently many devices provide information about moving objects and location-based services that accumulate
a huge volume of moving object data, including trajectories. This paper deals with two useful analysis tasks –
mining moving object patterns and trajectory outlier detection. We also present our experience with the TOP-EYE
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1.

Introduction

With recent advances in positioning, telemetry and telecommunication technologies, and with wide availability of devices
that produce information about the position of an object in some time, enormous amounts of data about moving objects
are being collected and employed by many applications. Examples of such devices include mobile phones and devices
with embedded GPS or sensor networks. In general, the moving object data are spatio-temporal data, a complex data
type that gained attention of researchers after data mining techniques for relational data had proved their usefulness.
Because trajectories are very important characteristics of the behavior of moving objects and large amounts of trajectories
are currently collected and stored in databases, trajectory mining has become a major challenges in data mining.
Several useful trajectory data analysis tasks have been introduced and algorithms to solve them have been developed.
This paper deals with two of them, namely moving object patterns mining and trajectory outlier detection. The objective
of the former is to find moving clusters with specific properties; the objective of the latter is to detect suspicious or
anomalous moving objects. We also present our experience with the TOP-EYE algorithm, which is a trajectory outlier
detection algorithms. A more complete overview on mining moving object data was presented by Han at DASFAA
2010 [4, 5].
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2.

Mining moving object patterns

Moving object pattern analysis is a data mining task whose objective is to discover potentially useful patterns in moving
object data. Such patterns can be beneficial for economic and social studies related to social and economic behaviors
of people, or to climate and ecological studies related to movements of animals and changes of natural phenomena. The
moving object patterns can be categorized as follows [9]:
• Repetitive pattern. This pattern concerns periodic behaviors. Sme animals have repetitive movement patterns. But
it might be difficult for biologists to discover the patterns even though a lot of animal movement data is currently
available.
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• Relationship pattern. This type of pattern is focused on relationships among moving individuals. The fundamental
task of this type is to find groups of objects that move together. But in some cases there are also some other
1 Introduction
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radius. Avoiding this problem was the motivation for the convoy pattern, which uses density-based clustering at each
timestamp.
Another rigid constraint for both flock and convoy patterns, in the temporal dimension, can result in the loss of interesting
objects. It is illustrated in Figure 2. For example, if mint = 3, no moving cluster will be found. But we would say that
these four objects move together even though some objects temporarily move out of the cluster for several snapshots. To
avoid such loss, the concept of swarm is introduced in [8]. A swarm is a group of moving objects containing at least mino
objects which are in the same cluster for at least mint timestamp snapshots, not necessarily consecutive. For example,
if mino = 2 and mint = 3, we can find swarm ({o1 , o3 , o4 }, {t1 , t3 , t4 }) in Figure 2.
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Once the motif expressions have been extracted, motif trajectories must be mapped to a feature space that will be the
input of a classifier. Because the set of different pairs of attribute – attribute_value, which is the base of the mapping,
can be large, the authors propose feature generalization to reduce dimensionality.
Finally, the classifier is used to the anomaly detection. The authors proposed a rule-based classifier CHIP (C lassification
using HIerarchical Prediction Rules).

3.3.

Evolving trajectory outlier detection

The objective of the evolving trajectory outlier detection approach is to identify evolving outliers at very early stage
with relatively low false positive rate. The concept of evolving trajectory outlier was introduced in [2] where the authors
present a top-k evolving trajectory outlier detection method named TOP-EYE. The method continuously computes the
outlying score of a tested trajectory with respect to other trajectories in the database. The outlying score can be defined
based on moving direction or density of trajectories.

Figure 6.

Direction distance measure in TOP-EYE method.

At first, we focus on direction-based outliers. To compute the score effectively, the continuous space of the monitored
area is discretized into a regular grid. Moreover, a probabilistic model is used to represent directions of trajectories in
the database in each cell of the discretized space grid. Each cell is partitioned into eight direction sectors, each with
an angle of π/4 (see Figure 6). The goal is to represent the direction information in a cell c by a vector:
g = (p1c , p2c , p3c , p4c , p5c , p6c , p7c , p8c ),

(1)

where pic (i = 1, . . . , 8) is the frequency of moving objects whose trajectory has direction along sector i in cell c. The
frequencies are computed for trajectories in the database (a special training set or data in which we want to detect
outliers) after the monitored area is partitioned. As a result, each cell is represented by such a vector.
Now, let A be a new trajectory that is to be tested. For each grid cell c the trajectory passes, the instant outlying
score is computed. Assume that A has K directions in cell c. Then passing of trajectory A in cell c can be represented
by a direction vector vc = (vA1 , vA2 , . . . , vAK ) where vA1 (k = 1, . . . , K ) are the directions. The direction-based instant
outlying score OScoreDir of A in c is computed as:
OScoreDirAc = 1 −

K
X
k=1

qk

8
X

pi · cos6 (vAk , vi ),

(2)

i=1

where qk = 1/K (k = 1, . . . , K ) are normalizing constants, cos6 (vAk , vi ) is the cosine value of the angle between
direction vAk , which is the k-th direction of A in c, and vi , which is the center direction of the i-th direction sector of c
as it is shown in Figure 6.
The outlying score can also be based on the density of trajectories. Assume that each cell c is represented by the number
dc of trajectories from the database passing it. Then the density-based outlying score of A in c is defined as:
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(
OScoreDenAc =

s if dc < τ
0 otherwise

(3)

where a density score s is a penalty for a low density and τ is a density threshold.
The main idea of TOP-EYE is that abnormal behavior of a moving object is gradually reflected in its moving characteristics
represented by its trajectory. Therefore, it is possible to detect the trajectory outliers in an evolving way combining the
instant outlierness of the object with the influence of its prior movement. The authors introduce an exponential decay
function exp(−λ∆t) to control the influence. Here, λ is a user-specified parameter that determines the decay rate and ∆t
is a time interval between the time for which the current instant outlying score is calculated and some time t in history
of the object movement for which the instant outlying score was calculated before. Let t0 be the initial time instant for
which the instant outlying score obtained by Equation 2 or Equation 3 is St0 , next time instant is t1 and score St1 and
so on. Then the evolving outlying score at time instant ti is calculated as:
EScoreti = Sti + Sti−1 · exp(−λ∆ti−1 ) + Sti−2 · exp(−λ∆ti−2 ) + · · · + St0 · exp(−λ∆t0 )

(4)

The authors show in [2] that the evolving outlying score as defined in Equation 4 both makes it possible to detect an
trajectory outlier in its early stage and can be robust with respect to the accidental increase of the instant outlying
score if the score threshold is properly set.
Because of promising properties of the TOP-EYE method we prepared experiments on real-world data sets. We were
mainly interested in its applicability for mining outlying trajectories in surveillance systems.
The algorithm and a user-friendly application for testing was implemented in Java [12]. We carried out experiments with
two data sets. The first one contained trajectories extracted from videos we use in our research and development of
a multi-camera surveillance system SUNAR [1]. This dataset will be referred to as SUNAR dataset. The second one
was a Hurricane dataset1 which is one of datasets that were used in experimental evaluation of the TRAOD algorithm
mentioned in Subsection 3.1. The comparison of results of TOP-EYE with results of another trajectory outlier detection
algorithm was also one of our goals.
The SUNAR dataset contained trajectories extracted from a set of videos from five cameras monitoring some space at
the airport that comes from i-LIDS dataset2 . We found that the quality of extracted trajectories, in many cases, was
low. The task of object detection and tracking in a monitored space where there are several people moving in various
directions is difficult. When we compared the discovered trajectory outliers with the videos from which the trajectories
were extracted, we have found that many of them are not real trajectories of one particular person. Instead, they were
composed of segments of trajectories of several people. One of correct density-based trajectory outliers that represent
the movement of only one person is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7.

1
2

An example of trajectory outlier detected in SUNAR data.

http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/atlantic/
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/science-research/hosdb/i-lids/
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The parameters from Equations 3 and 4 were set to λ = 0.4, s = 2 and τ = 10. The threshold of the evolving outlying
score was set to 3.0 and the size of the grid was 50 units. The snapshot from corresponding video is in Figure 8. The
person detected as an outlier is marked with blue rectangle.

Figure 8.

Snapshot from video with object detected as outlier. The video was adapted from i-LIDS dataset.

The Hurricane dataset that we used in experiments contained trajectories of Atlantic hurricanes from 1950 to 2008.
Each trajectory is described as a sequence of time, longitude and latitude values together with some meteorological
data registered in six-hour intervals. The result of the direction-based trajectory outliers detection with λ = 0.7 is in
Figure 9.

Figure 9.

Hurricane direction-based trajectory outliers.

The detected density-based trajectory outliers for parameters λ = 0.7, s = 1, τ = 10 and the grid cell size of 5 ◦ is shown
in Figure 10. The thresholds for direction-based score and density-based score were set to 2.5 and 1.8 respectively.
Our Hurricane dataset that was very similar to the one used in [7] to evaluate the algorithm TRAOD. The result adapted
from that paper is in Figure 11. It can be seen that TRAOD detects outlying partitions of the trajectories, but not
necessarily the whole trajectories.
We have also studied the influence of the algorithm parameter settings. The value of the decay rate λ makes it possible
to control the influence of the historical trajectory outlierness on the current value of the evolving score. The number of
discovered outliers decreases with increasing value of λ.
The density score s is a penalty for passing a grid cell whose density is below the threshold τ. For a given threshold
of the evolving score, the increasing value of s increases the number of detected outliers. The increase of τ also results
in the increase of the number of detected outliers.
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Figure 10.

Hurricane density-based trajectory outliers.

Figure 11.

Hurricane trajectory outliers detected by TRAOD. Adapted from [7].

The influence of the grid cell size on the number of detected density-based trajectory outliers is illustrated in Figure 12.
The bigger the cell size, the less the number of addends in Equation 4. This experiment was done with SUNAR dataset
and values of parameters λ = 0.75, s = 1 and τ = 5. The evolving score threshold was set to 2.5.








































Figure 12.

The dependency of the number of detected outliers on the grid cell size.
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Several other experiments were focused on time complexity, namely on the dependency of processing time on grid cell
size, number of trajectories and total number of points of all trajectories. The values of parameters were set to λ = 0.75,
s = 1 and τ = 5 in all experiments. We measured both time of model building and time for both direction-based and
density-based trajectory outlier detection.
Figure 13 illustrates the dependency on the grid cell size.
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The dependency of the processing time on the grid cell size.

The dependency of processing time on the number of trajectories is shown in Figure 14. The dependency on the
total number of points was very similar. It is evident that there are no differences in time complexity between model
building and density-based outlier detection in both cases, which could be expected due to the principle of the algorithm.
Although direction-based outlier detection is a bit more time consuming than density-based one, it falls into the same
complexity class.
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4.

Conclusion

Recently popular location-based services produce much moving-object trajectory data. Mining movement patterns of such
objects and detecting trajectory outliers are two important analysis tasks with real-world application potential. This
paper introduces fundamental concepts related to them and presents several representative approaches and techniques
to solve them.
Our experimental results provided by the TOP-EYE trajectory outlier detection algorithm on real data are briefly
discussed here. The TOP-EYE method is able to capture an evolving nature of outlying trajectories and to identify
outlying partitions of the trajectories. The main disadvantage of this method can be a consideration of the monitored
area as a regular grid and a relatively large number of user-specified parameters.
Based on our experimental results and advantages and disadvantages of the TOP-EYE algorithm, our future research
will focus on finding a method that preserves the advantages of the TOP-EYE algorithm and eliminates its drawbacks.
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